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ψᚦ೬ဆ៳Δଟػ۵ߢωΚᚦ೬ဆ៳
ࡉࠡהԫ֊ऱՕဆ៳Δٵழኙ۵ᎅΔ
ψ༇Μਢ壆ΔྤၦྤᢰΔॺጩᑇ
ࢬवΔٍॺ֨Ժࢬ֗ωΚ༇Μֱթ൞
ࢬᎅऱຍࠄΔྤڶၦྤᢰຍᏖڍΔ
լਢشጩࢬ౨ጩࠐנऱᑇؾΔՈլ
ਢԫԳऱ֨Ժࢬ౨უቝࠩΖ
ψԫ֊ᜢፊΕሌ֭۵ΔྤאዥཕΔ
լ౨৸൫वࠡૻᑇωΚ༉ਢࢬڶԫ֊ऱ
ᜢፊࡉᒴᤚଚΔהאଚڶᅀ༪Εྤዥ
ऱຍጟཕᐝࠐ৸൫Ζהଚឈྥཕᐝৰ
ՕΔՈਢլ౨უቝ،ຍଡૻ৫ऱᑇؾΙ
༉ਢլवሐ،ԫࡳऱᑇؾΖ
ψݺ۰ॳ൫ၐીچΔ࣍ਢࠃխΔ
ٍࢬլሒωΚݺଚຍԫࠄဆ៳ฒΔຟਢ
۰ࠩլಯچԱΖॳ൫ၐીΔਢතΔ
ψլಯωΖլಯΔ༉ਢۯլಯΔլ
ಯ࣍Բଊऱ࣠ۯΙ۩լಯΔՈլಯ࣍Բ
ଊऱຍጟ۩Ι࢚լಯΔՈլಯࠩԲଊऱ
ຍጟ࢚ΖݺଚڇຍٙࠃՂΔኙ࣍ຍࠄ
ऱᑇؾΔՈլࣔػΕጩլࠩΖ
ψ༇Μڕਢ壆Δྤၦྤ
ᢰωΚ༇Μቝ൞ࢬᎅऱຍᏖڍΔ
ਢڶᑇၦΔՈڶᢰᎾΜ

Commentary:
Maitreya Bodhisattva and the others, the Great Bodhisattvas, all said to
the Buddha—they simultaneously said to the Buddha—”World Honored
One, those world systems, that large number of them you just now described,
would be limitless and boundless, beyond calculation. There would be
no way to use numbers to calculate them. And they would be beyond the
power of the mind to know; nor is this something that the ordinary mind
can comprehend.
All the Hearers and Pratyekabuddhas—the Hearers and Those
Enlightened by Conditions—using their nonoutflow wisdom, by means of
their wisdom devoid of afflictions and outflows, still could not conceive of
them. Although their wisdom is quite lofty, they have no way to know this
number. They cannot know their limit or number. They can’t know the
reaches of this calculation. There is no certain number that can represent them.
There is no way to know exactly how many they are.
“We now dwell on the ground of avaivartika. We abide on the ground
of no retreat.” Avaivartika is Sanskrit and is translated as “the ground of no
retreat.” “No retreat” means:
1. Their position was irreversible. They would not retreat to the Two
Vehicles.
2. Their conduct was irreversible. They would not retreat to the
conduct of those of the Two Vehicles.
3. Their mindfulness was irreversible. They would not retreat to the
thoughts of those of the Two Vehicles.
But we cannot comprehend this matter. We can’t figure out this number;
we can’t understand this event. World Honored One, such world systems
would be limitless and boundless. The World Honored One spoke of so
many worlds. They have no bounds and no limit.
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ႬॡĂҢӘ̂ඳᖠிĈኜචշ̄Ċ̫༊
̶ކځᄬѬඈĄߏኜ͵ࠧĂࡶဧ̈́
̙۰ĂႽͽࠎဧć˘ဧ˘ӃĂԧјҢ
ֽ̏Ăೇ࿅ٺѩѺ˼༱ᆆ֤Ϥܠဃࡇ
ӃĄ

Sutra:
At that time the Buddha spoke to the great hosts of Bodhisattvas, saying,
“Good men, I shall now explain this clearly for you. If all these world
systems—whether a dust mote was deposited in them or not—were
reduced to dust motes, and if each dust mote was an eon, the time that
has passed since I became a Buddha would exceed even that by hundreds
of thousands of myriads of kotis of nayutas of asamkhyeyas of eons.

ψዿழΔ۵ܫՕဆ៳ฒωΚڇຍଡழ
ଢΔᤩ૫؍ۋ۵ڇ္ܫऄᄎխऱຍԫ֊
Օဆ៳ฒΔψ壆ߊΜվᅝ։ࣔ
ڿωΚ܃ଚۯٺߊΜ܃ଚլਢլ
ࣔػႯΛլထ৺Δݺڇৰ堚ᄑࠐچ
܃္ܫଚΜ
ψਢ壆Δૉထპቺ֗լထृΔ
ጐאቺωΚຍࠄڶᑇၦຍᏖڍऱ
Δࢨृ࣋ڶՀԫศპቺऱΔࢨृᆖ
መնۍՏᆄᏙ߷ॳהطቖચຍᏖڍऱഏ
ՒΔຟ࣋ڶՀԫศპቺऱΖྤڇᓵ
ڶՀԫศპቺऱࡉ࣋ڶՀԫศპቺ
ऱΔ٦ނຍᏖڍऱࢬڶΔออຟނ
،ଚᗣګპቺΖψԫቺԫܖΔګݺ۵
բࠐΔ༚መ࣍ۍڼՏᆄᏙ߷ॳהطቖચ
ܖωΚطԫศპቺΔ༉ᅝ܂ԫଡՕࠐܖ
ૠጩΔݺൕګ༉۵ሐࠩڇΔբᆖ၌መ
߷ଡᑇؾΔֺຍଡᑇؾຟڍԱլַۍՏ
ᆄᏙ߷ॳהطቖચܖΔຍᏖ९ऱழၴΜ

Commentary:
At that time the Buddha spoke to the great hosts of Bodhisattvas.
Shakyamuni Buddha spoke to the multitude of Great Bodhisattvas, saying,
“Good men, I shall now explain this clearly for you. Isn’t it the case that
you don’t understand? Don’t worry. Now I will clearly tell you.
If all these numberless world systems, whether a dust mote was
deposited in them or not—this includes all the worlds in which a dust
particle was dropped as well as the five hundred thousand myriads of nayutas
of asamkhyeyas of lands where a mote of dust was not dropped—now, if all
those many worlds, both those lands where a mote of dust was dropped in
the land and those where one was not, were taken and ground together and
reduced to fine dust motes, and if each dust mote were counted as an eon,
a great kalpa, the time that has passed since I became a Buddha, from
the time I realized the Buddha-Way to now, would exceed even that. That
number is even more than the number I have just described, by hundreds
of thousands of myriads of kotis of nayutas of asamkhyeyas of eons.
The time since I became a Buddha is longer than this calculation of time
by hundreds of thousands of myriads of kotis of nayutas of asamkhyeyas of
eons.

ҋଂߏֽĂԧ૱дѩऊ͵ࠧĂᄲିڱ
̼ćϺٺዶѺ˼༱ᆆ֤Ϥܠဃࡇ
઼ĂጱӀிϠĄ

Sutra:
“From that time on, I have always remained in the Saha world, speaking
the Dharma to teach and transform beings. Also, in other places, in
hundreds of thousands of myriads of kotis of nayutas of asamkhyeyas
of lands, I have guided and benefited living beings.”

ψ۞ൕਢࠐΔݺൄڼڇଢ଼ധΔᎅऄ
ඒ֏ωΚ۞ൕ߷ଡழଢၲࡨࠩڇΔݺ
ൄൄچ༉ڇຍଢ଼ധᎅऄΔඒ֏ԫ֊
ฒسΖݺլڇຍଡଢ଼ധࠐᎅऄඒ
֏ฒسΔψٍ࣍塒ۍՏᆄᏙ߷ॳהط
ቖચഏΔᖄܓฒسωΚהࠡڇऱΔ
ݺՈԫऱฒࠐسᎅऄΖۍڇՏᆄᏙ
߷ॳהطቖચ߷ᏖڍऱഏՒΔݺຟشጟ
ጟऱֱऄΔՈլࢢેΕՈլࢢᣄΔࠐඒ
ᖄܓ墿ԫ֊ฒسΖᖄΔ༉ਢ֧ᖄהΙ
Fৱᥛ
ܓΔ༉ਢኙܓڶה墿Ζ

Commentary:
From that time on, to now, I have always remained in the Saha world.
I have always been in this Saha world speaking the Dharma to teach and
transform beings. I have been speaking Dharma for living beings, teaching
and transforming all living beings. Not only have I been teaching and
transforming living beings in this Saha world, but also in other places. I go
elsewhere to speak the Dharma for living beings. In hundreds of thousands
of myriads of kotis of nayutas of asamkhyeyas of lands, I have guided and
benefited living beings. I use all kinds of methods, not fearing suffering,
not fearing difficulty, to teach and transform living beings.”
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FTo be continued

